**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. Do not open until ready to use. Dust will form on collar when opened. Apply collar over your pet’s neck. Feed the collar through both holes in the buckle, so that you can easily pass the end of the collar through the buckle, without closing it. This will help prevent the collar from pulling apart. Pull on the collar tabs to test for tightness and adjust. A collar must be worn loosely to allow for growth of the pet and to permit both holes notches facing out. Fit to the neck of the cat. The collar is one that, when fastened, will snugly slide over pet’s head.

2. Bend the buckle in half between the holes in the buckle, so that you can easily pass the end of the collar through both holes. The tabs that held the collar during storage. Do not get dust in mouth or eyes. Take the collar out of the packaging and leave 1 or 2 extra inches for collar adjustment, cut off remaining tabs to remove them.

3. Place the collar around your pet's neck. Feed the collar through both holes in the buckle, so that you can easily pass the end of the collar through the buckle. The tabs that held the collar during storage. Do not get dust in mouth or eyes. Take the collar out of the packaging and leave 1 or 2 extra inches for collar adjustment, cut off remaining tabs to remove them.

4. Fasten collar by inserting collar on pet. Replacement collar every 3 months or sooner if needed.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**USE ONLY ON CATS OVER 12 WEEKS OF AGE**

READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO PLAY WITH COLLAR

CAUTION: SEE BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

KILLS FLEAS & TICKS UP TO 90 DAYS

AN RC

FOR                          FOR
TOTAL 100.00% 91.00%
OTHER INGREDIENTS
Propoxur ................................................................ 9.00%
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
† For cats over 12 weeks of age

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN/VETERINARIAN:

† Not for use on animals below 12 weeks of age.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poisoncontrol center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may contact 1-800-781-4738 for emergency medical treatment information.

1. If swallowed: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

2. If on skin: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

3. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

4. Call a veterinarian if the animal is not acting normal. Some animals may become irritated by any collar. If this happens, remove the collar and consult a veterinarian immediately.

**DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING:**

Nonrefillable container. Do not dispose of as household trash. Store unopened collar in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children or pets. Protect from freezing. Store unopened collar in a cool, dry place inaccessible to children or pets. Protect from freezing.

**PESTICIDE STORAGE:**

4. Wash hands after installing collar on pet. Replace collar every 3 months, or sooner if needed.
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